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II. Reviews

Elisabeth Ktibler-Ross, The Wheel of life: A Memoir of living and Dying.
New York: Scribner, 1997. 286pp. $22.00.

Elisabeth Ktibler-Ross is a remarkable, if somewhat unusual, woman. Although her views
remain highly controversial and have received much criticism, it is difficult to deny the impact that
she and her work have had on contemporary attitudes towards death and on the treatment of the
dying and the terminally ill. Ktibler-Ross first achieved fame in 1969 with the publication of On

Death and Dying. The book is now considered a classic text on the subject and is required reading in
many medical and nursing schools, theological seminaries, and university psychology and sociology
courses. In the thirty years since its initial appearance, Ktibler-Ross has certainly had an interesting
career. Her widely-read and translated books, highly-attended lectures and workshops, and frequent
media appearances attest to a broad popular following, while her work with cancer and AIDS patients,
terminally ill children, and the elderly have rightly earned her many accolades. However, many of her
later thanatological studies and investigations into the afterlife, as well as aspects of her personal belief
system, seem completely at odds with contemporary medical knowledge and have been routinely
condemned by professionals as nothing more than new-age quackery. Long aware of this dichotomy
between her popular and professional reputations, Ktibler-Ross attempts to set the record straight,
once and for all, in The Wheel of Life. On page one, she defensively writes: "Maybe this will help. For
years I have been stalked by a bad reputation. Actually I have been pursued by people who regard
me as the Death and Dying Lady.... Maybe this, what is certain to be my final book, will clear that
up. It may also raise a few new questions and perhaps even provide the answers" (15). While KtiblerRoss probably will not succeed in her intended goals of repairing her damaged reputation and of
convincing detractors of her views, this poignant account of her life and work will be of interest to
anyone who has followed the career of this influential woman.
The book consists of forty short, easily readable chapters. The first part of the book includes
ten chapters and covers approximately the first twenty-one years of the author's life. She was born in
1926 to parents whom she describes as "a typical, conservative upper middle-class couple in Zurich"
(15).

Her mother appears as the loving beacon of domesticity; her father, as the authoritarian

paterfamilias. She gracefully takes her readers through the trials and tribulations of her childhood,
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relating with particular emphasis the anonymous experience of growing up a triplet and the
problematic nature of her relationship with her father. Kubler-Ross offers many valuable insights into
contemporary attitudes towards women and is arguably at her best when describing, throughout these
initial chapters, her experiences as an ambitious young girl whose desire and determination to
become a doctor caused her not only to rebel against her father, but also to challenge the
traditionalism and conservatism of Swiss society.
She also relates, in disappointingly little detail, the experience of growing up during the war
years. Given the recent controversy over the nature of Switzerland's participation in World War II,
one laments the fact that Kubler-Ross did not include a more substantive account of her memories of
those years. Granted, she was only thirteen when the war broke out and may have not been fully
aware of what was happening. However, instead of admitting to a limited understanding of current
events, she instead infuses her two-page account with provocative, but somewhat seemingly contrived,
memories, for example, of her father's dinners with German businessmen, reports that "the Nazis
were killing Jews," and of the experience her father and brother had as they "witnessed Nazi soldiers
stationed along the Rhine machine-gun a human river of Jewish refugees as they attempted to cross
into safety" (45). The author's cursory treatment (about four paragraphs) of the Nazi era seems
suspiciously affected by a sort of selective amnesia. After the war's end, the young Kubler joined the
International Voluntary Service for Peace (IVSP), a forerunner of the Peace Corps, which aided in the
grass-roots rebuilding of war-torn Europe. Her work with the IVSP enabled her to witness first-hand
the utter destruction and misery caused by the war and undoubtedly provided her with many eyeopening and formative experiences. While Kubler-Ross provides her readers with a good sense of the
terrible conditions in the villages she visited and of the remarkable resiliency of the people that
inhabited them, her memories of the immediate post-war era consist largely of "spiritual" vignettes
and one is again left wishing that she had given posterity a more descriptive account of her
experiences during that time.
In the next fourteen chapters, Kubler-Ross recounts her "early middle years," the period
from approximately 1950 to 1970. She begins this part of the book with a description of her medical
training at the University of Zurich. As in earlier chapters, she here again vividly illustrates the
challenges of being a strong, intelligent, and career-minded woman in a conservative patriarchal
society. She presents the Switzerland of the 1950s as a somewhat stultifying place for young women
with professional aspir:ations and gives an excellent picture of the many obstacles she and her
contemporaries had to overcome in order to establish themselves in fields dominated by men.
KUbler-Ross then takes her readers through her courtship with and marriage to Emmanuel ~oss, her
graduation from medical school, and her subsequent immigration to the United States (a country in
which she initially had "no interest"). She relates with a sense of humor the difficulties she had
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adapting to American culture, the homesickness she felt for her native land, and the awkward
situations her less than perfect command of the English language caused.
Shortly after her arrival in the United States, she began her residency at the Manhattan State
Hospital, a large psychiatric facility that provided care to New York Citf s (primarily indigent)
mentally ill population. While conditions at this institution were undoubtedly deplorable, and unlike
anything the author might have previously experienced in Switzerland, Ktibler-Ross gives a
surprisingly superficial picture of the complex network of processes and interrelationships that
constituted the hospital experience. She offers little more than an inventory of its unsympathetic
doctors, cruel nurses, and back wards filled with uncommunicative patients in Thorazine-induced
stupors and, in so doing, makes life at this very real institution appear as nothing more than a scene
from Hollywoocf s Snake Pit or One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest. Her account also seemed to this
reviewer rather self-aggrandizing; she presents herself as the sole bearer of light and humanity in an
otherwise dark and inhuman place, making it seem, albeit perhaps unintentionally, as if she somehow
invented kindness and compassion. Nevertheless, her recollections of her work at the Manhattan State
Hospital, and later at comparable facilities in Denver and Chicago, do provide some valuable insights
into the state of American psychiatry and mental health care in the fifties and sixties. They also give
the reader a good sense of how and why Ktibler-Ross began to take interest in the dying and of the
impact her then fairly novel approach to death had on the individuals whom she encountered. The
author expertly interweaves this retelling of her early career with verbal snapshots of her personal life,
remembering with utter frankness the sadness of several miscarriages and deaths of her parents, as
well as the joy of ultimately giving birth to two healthy children. Finally, she details the experiences
(both positive and negative) of giving lectures to seminary students at the University of Chicago,
writing and publishing On Death and Dying, and appearing at the center of an article in Life
magazine. Ktibler-Ross thus concludes this part of the book with an account of what was the
beginning both of her rise to fame and of her "bad reputation" as the Death and Dying Lady.
The final two parts of the book, which cover the "late middle" and "later" years, are by far
the least satisfying. In fifteen chapters that cannot be described as anything but bizarre, Ktibler-Ross
takes the reader from the height of her fame in the early 1970s to her present experiences as a elderly
stroke-victim, recounting in considerable detail the triumphs and setbacks of the past forty years. The
story of the latter half of her life is certainly testimony to the fact that much can be accomplished
after the age of fifty. Through her books, workshops, seminars and, for a while, healing center,
Ktibler-Ross has undoubtedly positively influenced the lives of her followers, bringing comfort to
many individuals in the throes of spiritual crisis by helping them make, as she puts its, the transition
from this life to the next. She did much to improve the treatment of terminally ill children and her
work on AIDS not only made a qualitative difference in the lives of many AIDS patients, but also
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probably contributed to the transformation in society's conception of the disease.

Perhaps most

striking is Ktibler-Ross' s perseverence in face of tremendous personal tragedy; her optimism and
spirit have remained intact despite a considerable amount of "bad press" throughout the years, many
"freakish accidents" (including a possible assassination attempt), the breakup of her marriage and
her ex-husband's subsequent death, the 1994 fire at her Healing Waters farm (in which she lost
everything) and, most recently, a series of debilitating strokes. While sympathetic to the author and
impressed by the scope of her accomplishments, this reviewer nonetheless found many of the
episodes related in these pages almost impossible to digest. She photographs fairies, converses
frequently with Jesus and with her friends from the "other side," befriends and then employs a
medium whose ability to channel spirits is clearly fraudulent, is visited on several occasions by dead
former patients, and has not a few out-of-body experiences. That she believes in the paranormal and
in life-after-death does not, of course, come as a surprise; her professional work and personal
spirituality would seem to necessitate at least a willingness to consider such phenomena. However, she
discusses these other-worldly experiences without a shred of skepticism, presenting them in such a
way as to make the reader question the current strength of her analytical abilities. The chapters in
these two parts contain far too many unbelievably strange occurrences and all but the most patient
readers might be well advised to skip ahead to the conclusion.
Ktibler-Ross' s The Wheel of Life is in many respects a strange book and its style and content
often leave much to be desired. The book will not be enjoyed by everyone. It is an autobiography
that unfortunately falls prey to the pitfalls-subjectivity, teleology, and narcissism-to which the
genre is prone. It also contains a heavy dose of 1970s Californian spiritualism; while one can
certainly never be reminded enough of the value of life and the importance of living well, the
author's platitudinous new-age aphorisms tend to become somewhat annoying. However, for those
who can get past its more unusual aspects, the book should prove worth the effort. The Wheel of life
is not merely an account of Ktibler-Ross' s life and work or a simple retrospective of her experiences
with some of the important events, personages, and trends of contemporary history; it is the final
statement of the Death and Dying Lady, a now elderly woman who must confront the very
phenomenon to which she has devoted her life to understanding.

Nicole Butz
University of Illinois at Chicago
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